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Abstract 
Title: Presence and effectiveness of the pick-and-roll in chosen ŽBL and Eurocup Women 
teams (comparative study) 
 
Objective of thesis: This Master´s thesis is further development of the Bachelor’s thesis that 
was defended in May 2014. The objective of the thesis is to find out the presence and 
effectiveness of pick-and-roll. This research was done on selected Eurocup Women teams and 
consequently compared with results of the ŽBL teams according to the Bachelor’s thesis. 
 
Methods: Regarding the quantitative research, the thesis was based on the collective method 
of secondary information in that case secondary statistical analysis and direct observation of 
recorded data. 
 
Results: The presence of pick-and-roll in ŽBL teams was comparable to the Eurocup Women 
teams. The teams playing European competition had similar effectiveness of pick-and-roll as 
the teams playing ŽBL (Czech competition). 
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